Advocating for children’s rights within communities

WITH THE PROJECT FOR STRENGTHENING ALL ASPECTS OF CHILDREN’S RIGHTS (PRIDE)

Your mobilisation contributes to advancing girls’ empowerment and gender equality, as well as protecting children and their rights, in all settings.

Becoming a volunteer means working alongside a committed team, taking part in projects and going beyond the professional framework to build real human relationships centred on shared learning and exchanges.

It is also the promise of going to the heart of the communities, and using your skills where they will be most useful to change the reality of the children.

Commit alongside the IBCR to put your skills and expertise at the service of children’s rights, in a spirit of benevolence and solidarity!

GET INVOLVED

Your mobilisation contributes to advancing girls’ empowerment and gender equality, as well as protecting children and their rights, in all settings.

SHARE

Becoming a volunteer means working alongside a committed team, taking part in projects and going beyond the professional framework to build real human relationships centred on shared learning and exchanges.

DISCOVER

It is also the promise of going to the heart of the communities, and using your skills where they will be most useful to change the reality of the children.

INSPIRE

International volunteering is a unique professional and human adventure that will allow you to make a difference!
Do you want to use your experience, skills and knowledge to protect children and be part of the solution for a sustainable change?

**Various fields of activity:**
- Organisational management
- Gender equality
- Project Management
- Law, children’s rights
- Communication
- Social Work
- ...

**Partners (institutions and organisations) working in various sectors of child protection:**
- Children in contact or conflict with the law
- Trafficking in persons
- Young people in social difficulty
- Armed conflict
- LGBTQIA+ and gender equality

**Various types of mandates are possible:**
- **Short**: 2 weeks
- **Medium**: 6 - 10 months
- **Long**: 12 months

**Benefits offered:**
- Monthly allowance to cover basic expenses (varies depending on the cost of living at destination)
- Accommodations at destination
- Return airfare
- Emergency medical insurance
- Time off (varies depending on the length of the engagement)
- Pre-departure training (mandatory)
- Ongoing support at destination

**CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION**
International Bureau for Children’s Rights (IBCR)
805, rue Villeray, Montréal, (Québec), H2R 1J4 Canada
Tel. +1 514 932 7656
pride@ibcr.org • www.ibcr.org/pride

Follow us: